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Abstract:
This paper reconsiders the overwhelmingly masculine business of whaling in Tokugawa Japan
(1603-1868) and the ways that gender played a role in the process of whaling, in the uses of
some of its products, and in ideas about whales themselves. The gender divisions within whaling
groups paradoxically are often overlooked because women barely appear in Japanese whaling
sources. While other nations' whaling industries were also centered on men, baleen had a major
influence on women's fashion in Europe and America. However, Japanese uses of baleen
remained within the more male-centered cultural sphere. At the same time, rethinking Japanese
whaling as a gendered practice helps explain the ways that whales themselves were equated with
women through cultural expectations about women's roles like caring for children. The
intersectionality of shared marine environments and cultural specifics explored here highlights
the importance of considering both labor and gender roles within maritime spaces.

As maritime historian Lisa Norling notes, "Seafaring has traditionally for centuries, maybe for
millennia been one of the most rigidly and completely gender segregated of all forms of labor."1
As a result, stereotypes associated with seafaring are so thoroughly male that the gender divide
has become naturalized and ahistorical. And as Elliott Gorn points out for the American whaling
industry, "so long as virtually men alone were whalers, we do not bother to think about
gender...why did this particular occupation end up being so gendered that we hardly can imagine
it otherwise[?]"2 The same could be asked about whaling in early modern Japan (approximately
concurrent with the Tokugawa period, 1603-1868), where nearly all of the sources about whaling
focus on men, leaving the question of women's roles generally ignored.
Despite these calls to reconsider gender roles and the impacts of gender divisions in the history
of maritime labor (including whaling), the greatest recent interest in this topic appears to be
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focused more on contemporary maritime policy and fisheries management.3 More work needs to
be done by historians thinking about the impacts of highly gendered spaces of maritime labor on
commodities and cultures in the past. Speaking particularly about American whaling culture,
Norling argues that "seafaring has traditionally been one of the most strikingly gendered
pursuits," and calls for a reexamination of historical gender roles in maritime spaces in order to
rethink the "symbolic importance and the substantive absence of women from maritime culture
then and from most maritime history now."4 Clearly for Norling, the fact that the majority of
people going to sea in ships were men was a major contributing factor to the stark gender divide
in American whaling as well as other seafaring labor. Although early modern Japanese whaling
was shore-based rather than ship-based, with the boats coming back to land at the end of the day,
interestingly, these whalers maintained the same stark gender division with men on the boats and
women on the shore, begging the question of how much of this gender division comes from the
structure of the whaling process, and how much from coincidental similarities in different
cultures' approaches to the ocean. Close examination of specific cultural adaptations (like a
particular type of whaling) to the problems of maritime labor can help mitigate the tendency to
flatten the maritime environment into a monolithic space and the assumption that working on and
in the ocean naturally must always result in similar pressures for gender division across many
cultures and eras.
The gender division within Tokugawa whaling influenced the kinds of interactions that people
might have with whales and their products during the period. Tracing gender's impact on the
culture of the period more broadly is more difficult than in the case of the much more welldocumented American whaling industry of the same general era. However, enough sources
remain to gesture towards ways in which Tokugawa men and women could have developed
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different perspectives on whales and on the whaling industry arising from the gendered division
of labor by whalers. Although modern Japanese whaling is organized very differently, with far
less connection to local village populations, surveys of attitudes towards whaling in Japan today
show that perspectives now on the relationship between whales and people are still somewhat
divided by gender. For example, a 2009 survey of Japanese students found that male students
approved of whaling mostly for intangible reasons (because whaling culture is important, for
example) while female students were much more inclined to disapprove of the more practical
issue of serving whale meat to children, and to disagree with pro-whaling rhetoric from the
whaling industry.5
Since it is not possible to survey people of the Tokugawa period on their attitudes towards
whales or on how their gender influenced their interactions with whales, the kinds of questions
we can answer about the earlier whaling industry are not the same as those that apply to the
gendered perception of whaling today. Instead, there are a few very different areas of
investigation which hint at the spaces where the intersection of whales and gender might be most
fruitful in historical Japan. These include the role of women in distributing whale products and in
supporting whaling groups without going out on the water, the ways that products like baleen
reflected broader gendered cultural roles, and the ways that whales were interpreted as humanlike gendered beings and fit into human perceptions of the natural world.
Gendered Whalers
Beginning with the gender-divided process of catching whales, whale products and curiosity
about whales and whalers circulated throughout Japan and influenced the broader culture of the
Tokugawa period.6 Along with other newly specialized fisheries, such as for herring or bonito,
whaling became important as part of a general expansion of the use of coastal resources during
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this period. Initially, whales were hunted by a coordinated group of small open rowboats that
would chase and surround their target, throwing harpoons at the whale to injure and slow it
down. The final killing blow was made by a harpooner who leapt from the boat onto the back of
the injured whale and stabbed it with a long blade. By 1675, whalers added a net set between
boats in open water, into which they drove the whale, harpooning it once the whale was
thoroughly entangled and slowed (Figure 1). At least some of the founders of whaling groups
were former warriors who, with the advent of the Tokugawa peace, transferred their martial skills
to whale killing rather than human warfare.

Figure 1: Men of the Ikitsukishima whaling group attacking an entangled whale cow-calf pair. Oyamada
Tomokiyo, Isanatori ekotoba (Edo, 1832) vol 2 p 26 at https://dl.ndl.go.jp/info:ndljp/pid/2576169 Courtesy of
the National Diet Library of Japan.

This may explain why the rise of whaling groups coincided with the gradual centralization of
power over the warring states, with its most extensive growth only after the Tokugawa peace,
and also why the whaling boats only contained men. As the country withdrew from overseas
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military activity, samurai who had comprised the naval forces and acquired maritime experience,
but renounced their status and become commoners with the pacification of the country, searched
for occupations suitable for their skills. Some found they could apply their fighting skills in the
planning and execution of coordinated attacks on whales.
Harpoon and net whaling both required more than just naval fighting skills, however, so the lack
of women in the actual whale hunting portion of the group's work cannot entirely be explained
by an assumption that only men could be warriors. Each group situated people in three different
areas: out on the water, at shore-based lookout and signaling posts, and on the beach processing
captured whales. On average, each harpoon whaling group employed a total of around 300
people, both on the water and on the shore.7 Each one of the whaleboats generally had around a
dozen crew aboard, with somewhere between 10 and 20 boats used by any given harpoon group.8
The rest of the personnel required included a small group of shore lookouts and managers, and a
much larger group of less-skilled people required to cut up and process the whale parts on the
beach and in the processing sheds (Figure 2). They also required funding, which meant ties to
merchants or local elites with enough capital to help pay for the equipment required before any
whales could be caught and sold. Net whaling groups were often bigger than harpoon groups,
because they still used chaser boats similar to the only style of boat used in harpoon whaling, but
also required net boats to set out the entangling net, plus a pair of lashed-together boats to tow
the entangled whale to shore (nets allowed whalers to catch the less buoyant and faster
humpback and gray whales, which sink when dead, unlike right whales that were the main target
of harpoon whaling groups). In the nineteenth century, Taiji's net whaling group had 300 crew in
the boats alone (rather than combined with the shore processing numbers).9 The groups in the
Saikai area of Kyushu were even larger, with some sending out over fifty boats.10 The number of
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whales a group that large could catch required even more people on shore for processing,
including day laborers for whom the records are sparse. One count of a Kyushu whaling group
estimated that the land-side members totaled upwards of 113 people with anywhere from 200 to
370 additional day laborers.11 Thus, the shift to net whaling in the late seventeenth century also
meant a shift in the degree of local involvement in whaling, since more and more people were
drawn in as workers.

Figure 2: Processing a whale on the beach in Ikitsukishima, Kyushu. Oyamada Tomokiyo, Isanatori ekotoba
(Edo, 1832) vol 2 p 34 at https://dl.ndl.go.jp/info:ndljp/pid/2576169 Courtesy of the National Diet Library of
Japan.

Most of the people involved in the whaling group were men, but not all of them. One fisheries
historian argues that whaling developed as a specifically male specialty in tandem with the
development of abalone diving as a specialty for women in Mikawa and Ise Bays, where the first
whaling groups also appeared, which may explain why whaling groups specifically excluded
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women from the boat crews. Women were sometimes employed in making nets or otherwise
preparing gear for the whaling season, and in some cases as part of the mass of day laborers in
the processing sheds during the whaling season, even though none worked in the boats
themselves.12 This gendered division of labor gets very little consideration in general histories of
Japanese whaling, in part because there is very little discussion of women's roles in whaling
groups within the primary sources. Still, with a strong gender division within Japanese society at
this time, it could be productive to reconsider not just where women fit into whaling groups, but
also the ways that whaling, as a presumed male-only occupation, reified masculine ideals. There
are some gestures towards whalers as models of masculinity in the postwar period (when there
was much more concern about the feminization of defeated Japan under American occupation),
but it could be useful to also consider the ways that valorization of the warrior hero harpooners
served a similar purpose in an earlier cultural context.13
The few references to women's roles in Tokugawa whaling indicate that, while they were not part
of the groups' activity on the water, they could be involved in processing the whale onshore and
in distributing whale meat, at least in the region near a whaling village. Images of processing
whales show that women and children would sometimes steal fresh meat from a whale carcass,
implying in those cases that they were not directly involved in the whaling group.14 Women
peddlers carried products from fishing villages and houseboats up into the mountains.15 At least
one reference remains from an official traveling to the whaling village of Taiji in 1717, who
noted: "On the way [to Taiji] I saw a rustic old village wife carrying a bamboo winnowing basket
with some small packets. Inside all of these was whale meat. I asked her, and she said that the
other day in Taiji village, they succeeded in catching two large whales." Unfortunately, this is all
the detail he provides, so it is unclear whether the meat was for her own use or whether she was
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one of these local peddlers.16 While these references are not nearly as broad as those we have for
mens' roles in whaling, they do hint at a larger story of women's roles which were part of
involving the whole community in the whaling process. The act of harpooning a whale may have
been highly masculine, but whaling as a whole was a larger effort that left spaces for women as
well, even when most business records fail to note their presence.
Gendered Whale Products
Given the importance of whalebone or baleen for women's fashion in Europe and America, it is
interesting to note that baleen use was not actually one of the spaces where women's
consumption seems to have been a driving force in Japanese whaling. Despite the strong gender
divide within Japanese society and within whaling groups, gendered uses of whale products
within Japan were quite different from those within Western cultures whose whalers were also
overwhelmingly male.
The substance known as whalebone or baleen was one of the least perishable parts of a whale. It
grows from the jaws of Mysticete whales in place of teeth, making long, flexible panels set
closely together. Baleen whales will take in a large mouthful of the ocean and press out the water
through their baleen with their tongues, crushing the krill or other small organisms in the water
column against the baleen and then scraping their meal down their throats. Baleen is composed
mostly of keratin, an animal protein which is also found in horn, hooves, claws, fingernails and
hair. The type of keratin in baleen is a hard keratin which, like horn, can be softened and
reshaped in hot water.17 The vertical grain of baleen also makes it possible to cut into strips of
any width. These properties, along with its strength and lightness, are what made it useful for
constructing many different objects.
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Although baleen was used in a variety of other ways, such as for umbrella spines or riding whips,
the strongest cultural impact of the substance known as whalebone in Europe and America was
definitely in the fashion industry.18 Unlike other possible substances for stiffening corsets, "as the
whalebone absorbed the heat of the body, the stays would have taken on the shape of the body,"
making for a more comfortable support that was not completely softened by the heat.19 It is
unclear whether the demands of fashion drove Euroamerican whalers' search for baleen, or
whether the availability of baleen gathered as a byproduct of whaling for oil drove the fashion
industry. Whalebone was important in the construction of both men's and women's upper-class
clothing at least as early as the 16th century, supplied as one of only two products of the
European whaling industry (the other being oil). Certainly as the prices for whale oil dropped
after the discovery of petroleum in Pennsylvania in the late 19th century, baleen took a larger and
larger market share for American whalers, but it is difficult to say whether the demand for small
strips of baleen would have been enough to drive any whaling industry alone, since so much
baleen can be harvested from only one whale. While other substances like spring steel could be
used in corsets, the wide availability of flexible baleen strips which, among other things, would
not rust when washed, certainly helped influence the development of corset-based fashions for
women.
In Japan, clothing styles were quite different, at least before the Meiji era's modernization and
Westernization push after 1868. The gendered uses of baleen were therefore much more subtle,
but baleen did leave its mark on the culture of the period, particularly for men. It was used
occasionally as fishing cord, in stiffening the shoulders of male formal hunting clothes, in
wrapping sword hilts, decorating armor, and in other assorted places like tea trays or the
construction of folding headrests for traveling samurai.20 The lack of particularly feminine
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examples in this list may have to do with the greater association in Japan of whaling with martial
and therefore masculine pursuits, or it may have to do with an incomplete historical record for
artifacts that were more specifically within the feminine sphere. The fact that Japanese whaling
groups operated within sight of shore could very well have created a stronger association
between the process of whaling and the uses of whale parts than existed for Western whalers,
where men spent years at sea away from the rest of their society, bringing back oil and baleen
divorced from the whole form of the whale.
Still, the two most important uses of baleen in Japan were in places where people did not
necessarily even know it existed, and these also are decidedly masculine: in bunraku theater
puppet heads and in karakuri clockwork dolls. Because spring steel was unavailable in Japan
during the Tokugawa period, without baleen springs, puppet heads could not have had moveable
features, and karakuri dolls would not have been possible at all. In much the same way that
baleen was the preferred substance to use in corsetry and other stiffened Western clothing, even
when other options existed, baleen springs in Japan were preferred over any other substance like
bamboo which might have shared some of the necessary springiness.
Bunraku puppet theater rose in popularity in parallel with the rise of kabuki theater, particularly
amongst the growing class of non-samurai but often wealthy townsfolk in the Tokugawa period,
people who had sophisticated tastes in entertainment but did not have access to the more
traditional forms of high society theater. In competition for audiences, both bunraku and kabuki
became increasingly complex with stage tricks and lavish costuming, borrowing plays and
conventions in both directions. Between 1727 and the 1740s (nearly a century after the rise of net
whaling groups and therefore increased access to baleen), puppet makers had added moveable
parts to the formerly solid wooden heads of their puppets (Figure 3).21 Inside the hollowed-out
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head, they attached a curved baleen strip
used as a spring. One end was fastened to
the inside of the head, with strings
attached to the other end of that spring.
The strings were tied to moveable eyes
and mouths, and then threaded down to
levers on the handle for the puppet head.
When the puppeteer pulled one of these
levers, the spring would bend as the
string moved the mouth or eyes. When he
released the lever, the released tension in
the spring would pull the mouth or eyes
back to the resting position. Some
bunraku puppets used today are still
Figure 3: Male bunraku puppet head with moveable
eyes, and mouth driven by baleen springs.
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=143
0415 Courtesy of Wikimedia Commons.

repaired with baleen, an indication that the
properties of this substance are considered

essential to the effect of manipulating the puppet's eyes and mouth.22 The most expressive faces,
with moveable eyebrows, eyes, and mouths, were generally reserved for male characters, and all
of the puppeteers were men, so in this case whales (or at least their parts) remained within a
heavily masculine domain even though the audiences were more mixed.23
For many of the major types of clockwork karakuri dolls, the spring was a tightly-coiled strip of
baleen which functioned the same as the spring-steel coils used in Western clockwork. The
release of tension keeping the flexible material coiled drove the movement of the clockwork
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Figure 4: Inner workings of a tea-serving karakuri doll (left) and what the doll
looked like fully clothed (right) driven by the curled baleen spring marked A.
Hosokawa Yorinao, Karakuri zui (Tokyo: Suharaya Ichibei, 1796) vol 2 p 4 at
https://dl.ndl.go.

parts (Figure 4).24 These dolls came in a wide variety of forms, but the most impressive versions
for use inside a house (instead of, for example, the complex festival floats with moving dolls
incorporated into them which had developed long before the rise of organized whaling in Japan)
were quite expensive, and therefore reserved for people at the level of domainal lords or other
high-ranking members of society, since these were often built into a platform within a room of
the mansion. Smaller portable ones were more popular, and intended for entertainment during
social gatherings, including a tea or sake-serving doll, an archery doll, and a writing doll. All of
these show off the kinds of skills a sophisticated warrior in Tokugawa society should have, as tea
ceremony, archery skill, and scholarship were all part of samurai culture by this point. However,
the dolls were not just for entertainment: a major text exposing the hidden secrets of karakuri
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clockworks describes them as tools for studying what makes something lifelike, and how
construction of a lifelike mechanism could teach people about the things they replicated. 25
Therefore, this whale product was helping people, mostly men, better understand the natural
world as well as entertaining them.
The subtlety of the influence of this particular marine product in areas where people did not even
see it, let alone necessarily associate it with the animals from which it came, makes its cultural
meaning quite different from that of whalebone stays in corsets. The use of baleen in these
popular entertainment and learning products was incidental to the focus of whaling group
production. Just because they made use of a secondary product of the industry, however, does not
mean they were not important. For one thing, baleen in these clockwork mechanisms and
puppets, as well as in all the other assorted uses like sword hilts and costumes, shows how
marine products could spread far beyond the coast and become intertwined with the
entertainments of the populace in cities and the countryside. The hidden workings of baleen
springs captured public interest by facilitating the expressiveness of bunraku puppet theater,
traveling clockwork doll shows and privately owned karakuri. While audiences for all of these
did not need to know that whale parts were involved, the lack of baleen springs would have
dramatically changed the effect of the shows or toys. Furthermore, the contrast of these
masculine uses with the more feminine corsetry and hoop skirts prevalent in the West reminds us
of the highly culturally dependent influence a very male-centered whaling industry had on the
gendered expectations for its products.
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Gendered Whales
In contrast to Japan's male-dominated whaling groups and masculine cultural spaces for at least
some whale products, in stories whales themselves were often feminine, and cast into human
family roles. One example of this comes from an old story within local folklore on the Pacific
coast of Japan, a bit south of the location of Ise Shrine. Ise Shrine is the center of emperor
worship in Japan and was a major pilgrimage destination in the Tokugawa period, particularly for
women. This story explains the current mountain location of what used to be a small seaside
shrine by noting that two angry whales sent a fierce storm that caused this shrine to float away.
The two whales are described as married, so presumably they were thought of as a male and
female whale, and were both headed for the larger Ise Shrine on pilgrimage. They appeared in a
dream to the priest at the small local shrine, saying they wished to pass his area of the coast
safely. The local fishermen failed to listen to the priest and chased the whales, who were injured
but escaped. After the retaliatory storm the whales supposedly sent, the shrine was rebuilt out of
the angry whales' reach up on the nearby mountain.26 While the story was originally intended to
explain the reconstruction of a shrine in a different location, the appearance of married whales
highlights the ways that human social constructions were applied to nonhuman actors within this
period.
The whales that would have appeared in this dream were likely the species most familiar to
coastal Japanese observers during this period, when whaling groups in this area hunted right
whales, gray whales, and humpback whales as they passed along southwestern Japan's shores
during their annual migrations. None of these species are particularly sexually dimorphic, which
means that two whales seen swimming together could be any combination of sexes. But the story
explicitly assumes that the whale is a married couple, implying one male and one female, and
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perhaps further hinting that their pilgrimage is important for them to successfully carry out their
marital duties and have a child (whale calves are referred to in Tokugawa-period Japanese with
the same written character used for human children).
Female whales often appeared in warning dreams, where they would tell the dreamer not to kill
them when the whale physically appeared along the shore the next day. These dream-whales
were sometimes described as women. It is unclear whether this meant that they looked like
whales but the dreamer knew they were female, or if they looked like human women but the
dreamer knew they were simultaneously whales. In any case, these dreams could come to
members of the whaling group, or to others unaffiliated with the group such as local priests.
Whoever had the dream, if others did not listen to the warning and caused the death of a whale,
the village would be cursed.
Usually a mother whale with her offspring or a pregnant whale was the one who appeared in
someone's dream, so whalers who avoided killing female whales after such a dream would be
more likely to avoid the curse. However, it is very difficult to sex a whale from a quick glimpse
of their upper back as they breathe, so whalers would often only discover what they had captured
(a male or female, pregnant or not) after hauling the dead whale ashore for processing.
Furthermore, such dream-whales did not always warn people away from killing: one example
tells how a wealthy member of the whaling group's management dreamt of a whale during a
period when they had not been able to catch any. While the mother bringing along her calf in the
dream begged for forbearance as they swam through the open sea near Kayoi, in return for safety
on the first pass, she promised to swim into their nets on her way back, presumably after her calf
had grown enough to be left on its own.27
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Perhaps because whales have regular migration routes along both the Japan Sea and Pacific
coasts of Japan, legends about not capturing whales often frame the whale's movement as a
pilgrimage, where the prohibition on taking the whale passing by the first time is thus related to
allowing them to complete their pilgrimage.28 One example of a dream-legend with this
rationale, tells how the mother whale explained that she had a difficult delivery and was going to
visit Ōhibi's temple, and thus asked to be captured on her way back rather than before she
completed her pilgrimage.29 In another case, a spirit appeared to the head priest of Jōrinji in 1758
and told him that "a large whale with a child inside its belly is passing through the open sea, but
until she safely gives birth to a child I wish you to remain quiet."30 Another version of this story
says that the beautiful woman who appeared to the priest in the dream said she was inside a
pregnant whale and that was why they should hold their hunt after the whale had delivered,
promising the whalers that they could catch the whale upon its return without her inside.31
Unfortunately, although the priest rushed down to the beach, the whalers had already killed the
pregnant whale from his dream.32
The blurring of the lines between female whales and human women in these dreams illustrate
how conceptions of gender provided important lenses for interpreting both human and whale
behavior. The compassionate behavior seen by female whales protecting their calves, even at the
risk of their own death, made them seem more human-like even as whalers exploited this
tendency to capture the mothers by first entangling their young (see Figure 1). In turn, it seems
that at least some people dreamt of such whales in terms of their expectations for human women,
which may have interesting implications for the highly masculine profession of whaling and how
they thought about their work targeting whales. They were not battling to the death with a
warrior male like Moby Dick, they were killing whales which might be pregnant and begged for
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at least their calves to be allowed to live. This is not just a reflection of the difference between
American and Japanese whaling cultures, but rather shows how the ways that American whalers
focused on capturing the largest (and therefore male) sperm whales had different concerns about
the nature of their fight with whales than how Japanese whalers focused on capturing whales
swimming close to shore. These coastal whales are from different, less sexually dimorphic
species and also would include a large proportion of pregnant whales or whales with young
calves migrating between breeding and feeding grounds.
This is not to say that all imagined whales were cast into feminine roles in Japanese stories, or
masculine roles for Americans. After all, the typical cry of the American whaler on sighting a
whale spout was "there she blows!" from a distance at which any more detail than the whale's
species was unknown. Other Japanese stories, particularly the more literary comic stories by
famous authors regarding a whale stranded in the Shinagawa River in Edo (now Tokyo), made
their characters male whales rather than female. Takizawa Bakin's story inspired by this
stranding begins with a faux-encyclopedia entry which cribs from actual natural history
knowledge and introduces the different written characters for male and female whales, using
only the one for males after that point. This is the character that generally was used for the word
whale, with the one specifying female whales a much more specialized and rarer word.33 In
Jippensha Ikku's story inspired by the same incident, his whale-headed character at the start of
the story is male, and although the gender of the whale later in the story is less clear, the speech
patterns do not seem feminine.34
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Final Reflections
These examples of different intersections of gender and whaling in Tokugawa Japan highlight the
ways that gender divisions for human workplaces can expand to shape even our interactions with
other species whose interior selves are opaque to us. Even in the case where the same animal part
was transformed into a culturally-influential commodity with gendered connotations, uses of
baleen in Europe and the United States were quite different from those in Japan. Thus, the
complex intersectionality of environment and society results in different solutions even when
there appear to be broad similarities in division of labor and gender roles within maritime space.
Even if a history of Japanese whaling must be mostly focused on the actions of men, because
they are the only ones out capturing a whale, that history is richer by asking why we see so few
women in the working of the whaling groups, and what effect that has on the influence of those
groups in Japanese culture more broadly. Thinking about where gender is visible and where it is
not creates a much richer story about how people worked with (and upon) whales and how our
assumptions about the way the world works can be filtered through familiar human social
structures and expectations of behavior. Recognition of similarities between humans and other
species with or without visibly different sexes is often made unconsciously through a lens of
assumptions about human gender and society, as the stories about whale mothers show.
The awkward fit between socially-embedded human identities and human imagination of those
same identities for other species like whales is also a reminder that close observation of and
interaction with nature does not require understanding "nature" as something separate from the
human. Particularly in a space like the ocean where human experience is perforce mediated by
technologies that allow people to work and survive in that environment, there is no way for
people to experience or become close to completely untouched nature. As much as scholars have
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tried to show that the myth of Japanese closeness to nature is myth rather than reality, it is hard to
destroy.35 Perhaps that is because, despite the ideal of closeness to nature manifesting in a higher
concern for wilderness with no human traces, in reality closeness to nature can also mean finding
a way to interpret the natural world on human terms, eliding the division between human and
other in service of human needs. The natural world in this way is so close that it becomes
synonymous with the human world, and in that framework anthropomorphism in interpreting the
behavior and lives of nonhuman animals like whales would be unremarkable. If humans have
gendered differences shaping their lives and behavior, then in a world where everything is
interpreted as part of the human sphere, one would expect other animals to operate along similar
lines unless proven otherwise. Close observation of whales while hunting them showed people
that the whale-mothers had strong, compassionate ties to their young. It follows, then, that within
a model of the world heavily weighted towards human experience and understanding, that those
whales should appear in dreams as human women worried about safe delivery of their babies.
But such understanding did not prevent whalers in masculine warlike roles from exploiting the
presence of potential whale-mothers and literally profiting from their deaths, since whales were
also natural resources. It is not a merely a reflection of modern family ideals that the catchphrase
"good wife, wise mother" was held as the standard for women in the service of Japanese imperial
expansion in the period directly following the Tokugawa.36 Rather than looking for how
understanding whale-mothers brought people closer to nature, we might instead look for ways in
which the social status of women led men to feel comfortable objectifying and making use of the
bodies of beings they also saw as compassionate wives and mothers.
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